
Looking after  
your hands



Hand dermatitis, also called hand eczema, is common and is often caused by 
everyday substances that can irritate and damage skin which may already be 
sensitive. It is very important to protect your hands from further damage, by 
helping them to heal and to prevent the dermatitis coming back. Remember 
that even though your skin may look better, it will take months before it is as 
strong as it should be. You should always look after your hands carefully and 
apply moisturising creams often. 
 
Washing your hands 
Frequent hand washing with bar or liquid soaps can remove the skin’s natural 
oils and dry the skin. Wash your hands with lukewarm water and an 
unperfumed cream such as Aqueous or Epaderm.  
 
Rings 
You should remove your rings before washing your hands and doing any wet 
jobs, even if you wear gloves. Clean your rings often and always make sure the 
rings and skin are dry after washing. 
 
Allergy to metal 
If you know that you are allergic to metal (for example if you get a reaction to 
metal ear-rings, your watch buckle or jean studs) then you are probably allergic 
to nickel. Nickel is found in all common metal items, such as ‘silver’ coins, keys, 
paper clips etc. Try to avoid holding these in your hands for long periods. 
 
Do not wear rings unless you are sure they are British sterling silver, good 
quality gold (10-20 carat) or platinum. ‘White’ gold contains nickel. 
 
Wear gloves if you are handling cash. 
 
Avoiding things which irritate the skin 
Detergents and cleaning agents can all damage sensitive skins. Use as little 
of these as possible and always wear protective gloves.  
 
Don’t forget that shampoos are detergents and hair dyes can also irritate. 
Always wear protective gloves when you shampoo your hair or ask someone 
else to do your hair for you.  



Many foods, especially citrus fruit, onions, potatoes, tomatoes, meat and garlic 
can be very irritant. Always wear gloves when you prepare these foods. 
 
Solvents and stain removers such as white spirit, paint thinners, petrol and 
trichlorethylene are strong degreasers and will strip the oil from your skin and 
cause of a lot of damage. 
 
Friction 
Hard physical work using tools such as screwdrivers, wrenches or anything that 
requires gripping and turning may cause further damage. Try and wear 
protective gloves with padded palms when using these. When handling paper 
beware of the sharp edge which may cause painful paper cuts.  
 
Gloves 
Always wear protective, cotton-lined plastic or vinyl gloves, available from your 
chemist. Heavy duty gloves can be obtained from builders merchants. 
 
Have several pairs available, and when your hands become sweaty or wet inside 
the gloves, change these for a dry pair. Throw away punctured gloves at once. 
 
Dishwashers are a wonderful investment! 
 
When gardening wear heavy duty fabric gardening gloves. 
 
Wear warm protective gloves in winter, as this will prevent the skin from drying 
and cracking. 
 
Remember - avoidance, protection and good skin care are all  
very important.  
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